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ABSTRACT 

NFC tag is attached with the rupees note, in this tag includes the rupee value, tag number and expiry date of 

currency. We are implementing 4 methodologies for identifying the black money. In every office/shops we install 

money counting device which would read the currency like tag no, value and expiry date.  We would provide reader 

device which can be attached to the android mobile via OTG connectivity to any of the merchants/vendors. QR code 

- In case of small vendors like street business merchants (vegetable selling people). So public can scan the QR code 

which contains the account details of the server. Automatically amount would be credited to the sellers account.  We 

are implementing cashless transaction using card. Using all of the above four methodologies RBI can easily track of 

all the transactions (Income & Expenditure) made by every individual user. One more implementation is SMS 

notification for expiry currency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
HF-based RFID and NFC systems are widely spread nowadays. They can be found in our everyday lives, in 

applications such as payment, transportation and logistics, healthcare, and access control systems. A particular boost 

has been recognized since RFID/NFC reader functionality has been integrated into a vast amount of smart phones. 

The basic principle of such a contactless RFID/NFC system is illustrated. The reader device emits an alternating 

magnetic field, which is used to power the transponder and to exchange data with it by means of modulation. The 

achievable reading distance of such a contactless and passive system depends on several factors. One of the most 

important factors is the size of the antenna: the larger the antenna, the better the coupling. However, the smaller the 

antenna and the tags are, the higher is typically the variety of products that can be tagged. If such transponders are 

manufactured small enough, then they can be integrated into various products, casings, or consumable materials in 

a discreet way. Given this motivation, it is of highest interest to provide small-sized and secured RFID technology, 

which can be integrated into products in a very discreet way and which can be verified in terms of authenticity with 

commonly available RFID reader devices. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is a major gap in industry 

and in academia concerning this field of application. This work addresses the outlined gap and presents a 

miniaturized, system-in-package, contactless and passive authentication solution that features NFC and state-of-the-

art security measures. This is achieved by integrating Infineon Technologies’ CIPURSET Move chip which is a 

security chip featuring an open security standard, into embedded Wafer Level Ball Grid Array (eWLB) packages, 

together with HF-antennas, ferrites, as well as discrete elements that improve HF-coupling characteristics. 

Related work:  
Currency enrollment: We can design and implementation of currency enrolment. In this every currency having tag 

number, currency value and serial number. Here first the User wants to create an account and then only they are 

allowed to access the Network. Once the User creates an account, they are to login into their account and request the 

Job from the Service Provider. Based on the User’s request, the Service Provider will process the User requested Job 

and respond to them. All the User details will be stored in the Database of the Service Provider. In this Project, we 

will design the User Interface Frame to Communicate with the Server through Network Coding using the 

programming Languages like Java. By sending the request to Server Provider, the User can access the requested data 

if they authenticated by the Service Provider. 

RBI server: Bank Service Provider will contain information about the user in their Data Storage. Also the Bank 

Service provider will maintain the all the User information to Authenticate when they want to login into their account. 

The User information will be stored in the Database of the Bank Service Provider. To communicate with the Client 

and with the other modules of the Company server, the Bank Server will establish connection between them. For this 

Purpose we are going to create a User Interface Frame. 

QR code process: QR code short for Quick Response code is a specific two-dimensional code readable by dedicated 

QR code readers and smart phones. The code consists of black module arranged in a sequence pattern on a white 

background. The information encoded can be text, URL or other data. In case of small vendors like street business 

merchants vegetable selling people and so, Public can scan the QR code which contains the account details of the 

server. Automatically amount would be credited to the specific user account. 

Cashless transaction: We will create and implementation of cash less transaction. As per the government policy, 

we are implementing cashless transaction using card. As we know card transaction is activated in the bank. 

Black money detection: We will create and implementation of black money detection. Using the entire above four 

methodologies RBI server can easily track all of the transactions (Income & Expenditure) made by every individual 
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users, merchants or vendors. This is directly compared with the total audit report provided by these people. This 

system will strongly detect the black money process. 

Expiry SMS alert: We will create and implementation of SMS alert for expiry date of currency. Every currency 

note having expiry date. In case currency is expiry means automatic SMS alert to corresponding user. This system 

will totally eradicate the black money.  

 
Figure.1. System architecture 

Implementation: In the system, we first investigate the classic tax evasion cases, and employ a graph-based method 

to characterize their property that describes two suspicious relationship trails with a same antecedent node behind an 

Interest Affiliated Transaction (IAT). Between the transaction parties the most important Thing is that there exists a 

complex and covert interactive relationship. For example, if there exist. We are implementing 4 methodologies for 

identifying the black money. In every office/shops we install money counting device which would read the currency 

like tag no, value and expiry date. We would provide reader device which can be attached to the mobile via OTG 

connectivity to any of the merchants/vendors. QR code - In case of small vendors like street business merchants 

(vegetable selling people). So public can scan the QR code which contains the account details of the server. 

Automatically amount would be credited to the sellers account. We are implementing cashless transaction using card. 

Using all of the above four methodologies RBI can easily track of all the transactions (Income & Expenditure) made 

by every individual user. One more implementation is SMS notification for expiry currency. 

2. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

In every office/shops we install money counting device which would read the currency like tag no, value 

and expiry date. We would provide reader device which can be attached to the mobile via OTG connectivity to any 

of the merchants/vendors. QR code - In case of small vendors like street business merchants (vegetable selling 

people). So public can scan the QR code which contains the account details of the server. Automatically amount 

would be credited to the sellers account. We are implementing cashless transaction using card. Using all of the above 

four methodologies RBI can easily track of all the transactions (Income & Expenditure) made by every individual 

user. One more implementation is SMS notification for expiry currency. 
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